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Mister Chairperson, distinguished representatives of the working group and members of 
the indigenous populations, ladies and gentlemen: 

The Kuki people are blessed with a body of tradition, custom and culture that distinguish 
them from their neighbouring communities. They have a traditional form of governance 
based on chieftainship (Haosa) comprising a two-tiered system: a) Upa Innpi or Bvlpite 
vaipohna (Upper House), and b) Haosa Innpi or Kho Haosa vaipohna (Lower House). 
Semang and Pachong (council of ministers and auxiliary members) aid the Haosa in the 
day-to-day administration. Cha 'ngioi (Assistant). Lhangsam (Town crier), Thiempu 
(High Priest and Judge), Lawm Upa (Minister of Youth & Cultural Affairs), Thihpu 
(Blacksmith) are other essential elements of a traditional Kuki community. Sa-Ai, Chang-
Ai, Chon le Han, Hun and Semang are the customary rites, and Kut is one of our main 
cultural festivals. 

Over one thousand Kuki proverbs exist. A couple of examples in one of the dialects are 
Uililoh in tui asuneh in, ngachun, ngaha'n alhi lo e (Tiny tadpoles smirch the pond; 
blameless fish give up the ghost!), Benglam in den a nisa lep ah ako-e (Benglam seeks 
the warmth of the sun in the shade!). Folklore of our heroes and heroines Khupting le 
Ngambom, Pujil le Langchal, Jonlhing, Nanglhun, Galngam, and Benglam, passed down 
through the oral tradition, have regaled many a generation of our people. Numerous 
imprints of Galngam have properly been identified across the length and breadth of 
Zale'n-gam. Legendary tales of Kuki warriors courting celestial belles, such as 
Moultinchan, Ahsijolneng, Jollhing and Jolphal are a part of our heritage. These features 
make up our traditional knowledge. Its preservation is especially crucial in the absence of 
a known Kuki script. As in the definition of Anthony D Smith (1991), they represent a 
national identity (with an historic Kuki territory marked out by GA Grierson in the 
Linguistic Survey of India, 1904) with shared myths and historical memories of the 
people. 

The Kuki risings against colonialism, beginning in 1777 and culminating in the events of 
1917 to 1919, took place to preserve the traditional body of the Kuki nation, referred to as 
Zale"n-gam, Division of Zale'n-gam between British India and British Burma 
administrations endangered the future of our people. In post-independent India and 
Burma, the hope of Kukis to be fully integrated and secured by way of being accorded 
statehood in the respective countries was belied. Consequently, the British legacy, 
reinforced by the deliberations of the governments of India and Burma is exacerbated by 
the activities of various militant organisations operating in Manipur. Sandwiched by the 



inherited status quo and the militant forces, the threat to Kuki identity, 'traditional 
knowledge' and future is sharply accentuated. On the cultural front, for example, of the 
three main communities of Manipur: Naga, Meitei and Kuki, State sponsored publicity 
have perceptibly promoted the former two; in contrast, the latter is conspicuously 
underrepresented. It may be mentioned here that the Kuki people desire an environment 
that engenders a symbiotic relationship with all of its neighbours. Conscientious groups 
are urged to help keep at bay attitudes that contradict this. 

Given the existing Kuki predicament, the Kuki Indigenous People recommend that the 
UNWGIP and the national governments of India and Burma adopt measures to protect 
the indignity of the Kuki people embodied in their body of traditional knowledge. An 
appeal is also made to the international community and NGOs to facilitate any efforts to 
alleviate the plight of the Kuki people. 

Thank you! 
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